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Abstra t

Private information retrieval systems (PIRs) allow a user to extra t an item from a database
that is repli ated over
quantum
linear

k -server

k

 1 servers, while satisfying various priva y

onstraints. We exhibit

symmetri ally-private information retrieval systems (QSPIRs) that use sub-

ommuni ation, do not use shared randomness among the servers, and preserve priva y

against honest users and dishonest servers. Classi ally, SPIRs without shared randomness do
not exist at all.
Keywords: Private information retrieval. User priva y. Data priva y. Quantum

omputing.

1 Introdu tion
1.1

Setting

The Private Information Retrieval problem was introdu ed by Chor et al. [4℄. A user wants to learn
a bit x from an n-bit database x = x : : : x , for some i 2 [n℄ of his hoi e. The priva y of the user
requires that the database server learns nothing about i, in the information-theoreti sense, and
general eÆ ien y onsiderations require the ommuni ation between the user and the database to be
limited. Clearly, PIR an be realized by making the server send the whole database to the user. This
takes n bits of ommuni ation and an be shown to be optimal. Better proto ols exist if the database
is repli ated among some k  2 di erent servers, who annot ommuni ate [4, 1, 2℄. Here we require
that individual servers learn nothing about i. For k = 2, the best known s heme uses O(n ) bits
of ommuni ation [4℄, and asymptoti ally the best known k-server uses n
bits [2℄.
For k  2, no good lower bounds on the required ommuni ation are known for this setting.
In a re ent paper, we showed how to obtain quantum PIR systems (QPIR, where the parties are
quantum omputers and the ommuni ation onsists of qubits) that use slightly less ommuni ation
than the best known lassi al s hemes [9℄. In Table 1 we list the best known bounds on the
ommuni ation omplexity for small numbers of servers, in the lassi al as well as quantum ase.
In its standard form, PIR just prote ts the priva y of the user : the individual servers learn
nothing about i. But now suppose we also want to prote t the priva y of the data. That is, we don't
want the user to learn anything about x beyond the x that he asks for. For example, be ause the
user should pay a fee for every x that he learns (pay-per-view), or be ause the database ontains
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very sensitive information. This setting of Symmetri ally-Private Information Retrieval (SPIR)
was introdu ed by Gertner et al. [7℄ and is losely related to oblivious transfer. They showed
that SPIR is impossible even if the user is honest|i.e., follows the proto ol|and the servers an
individually ip oins [7, Appendix A℄. This no-go result holds no matter how many servers and
how many bits and rounds of ommuni ation we allow. Therefore they extended the PIR model
by allowing the servers to share a random string that is hidden from the user, and showed how to
turn any PIR s heme into a SPIR s heme with shared randomness among the servers, at a small
extra ommuni ation ost. The resulting s hemes are information-theoreti ally se ure even against
dishonest users, and use a number of random bits that is of the same order as the ommuni ation.
The ne essity of shared randomness for lassi al SPIR s hemes is a signi ant drawba k, sin e
information-theoreti se urity requires new shared randomness for ea h appli ation of the s heme.
This either requires a lot of extra ommuni ation between the servers (if new shared randomness
is generated for ea h new appli ation) or mu h memory on the parts of the servers (if randomness
is generated on e for many appli ations, ea h server needs to store this).
1.2

Results

In this paper, we study the existen e and eÆ ien y of SPIR s hemes in the quantum world, where
user and servers have quantum omputers and an ommuni ate qubits. Here user priva y means
that the states of individual servers should all be independent of i, and data priva y means that
the on atenation of the various states of the user is independent of the bits x for all j 6= i. We
an distinguish between honest-user and dishonest-user data priva y. In the rst ase, data priva y
holds if the user is honest (follows the proto ol). In the se ond ase, data priva y should hold even
if the user deviates from the proto ol in any way.
Our main result is that honest-user quantum SPIR s hemes exist even in the ase where the
servers do not share any randomness. As mentioned above, su h honest-user SPIRs without shared
randomness are impossible in the lassi al world. This gives another example of a ryptographi
task that an be performed with information-theoreti se urity in the quantum world but that
is impossible lassi ally (key distribution [3℄ is the main example of this). The ommuni ation
omplexity of our k-server QSPIR s hemes is of the same order as that of the best known lassi al
k-server PIR s hemes. At rst sight, one might think this trivial: just take a lassi al s heme,
ensure data priva y using shared randomness among the servers, and then get rid of the shared
randomness by letting the user entangle the messages to the servers. However, this would violate
data priva y, as the user would now have \a ess" to the servers' shared randomness. In a tuality
we do something quite di erent, making use of the fa t that the servers an add phases that multiply
out to an overall phase. This phase allows the user to extra t x , but nothing else.
The notion of an honest user is somewhat deli ate, be ause learly users annot be trusted to
follow the proto ol in all ases. Still, there are s enarios where the assumption of a honest user is
not unreasonable, for example in pay-per-view systems where the user a esses the system via some
j
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box, atta hed to his TV, that is sealed or otherwise prote ted from tampering. In this ase the
user annot deviate from the proto ol, but he an still be urious, trying to observe what goes on
inside of his box to try to extra t more information about the database. Our honest-user QSPIRs
are perfe tly se ure against su h users.
It would be ni e to have SPIR s hemes that are se ure even against dishonest users. However,
we exhibit a large lass of PIR s hemes (quantum as well as lassi al) that an all be heated by a
dishonest quantum user. Our honest-user QSPIRs fall in this lass and hen e are not se ure against
dishonest users. Fortunately, if we are willing to allow shared randomness between the servers then
the best lassi al SPIRs an easily be made se ure against even dishonest quantum users: if the
servers measure the ommuni ation in the omputational basis, the s heme is equivalent to the
lassi al s heme, even if the user is quantum.
Remarks:

(1) Often the PIR setting is generalized to t-se ure PIR, where no olluding set of t servers
together have any information about i. We fo us on the t = 1 ase here in order to simplify the
presentation.
(2) Very eÆ ient PIR and SPIR s hemes are possible under omputational assumptions, even
for k = 1 servers (see e.g. the referen es at [10℄). In this paper we fo us on information-theoreti
se urity.

2 De nitions
We assume familiarity with the quantum model [12℄. The various variants of PIR are de ned below.
De nition 1 A one-round, k-server private information retrieval (PIR) s heme with re overy

probability 1=2 + ", query size t, and answer size a, onsists of a randomized algorithm (the user),
and k randomized algorithms S1 ; : : : ; S (the servers), su h that
k

1. On input i 2 [n℄, the user produ es k t-bit queries q1 ; : : : ; q and sends these to the respe tive
servers. The j th server sends ba k an a-bit string a . The user outputs a bit b depending on
i; a1 ; : : : ; a ; and his randomness.
k

j

k

2. Re overy: For all x and i, the probability (over the user's and servers' randomness) that
b = x is at least 1=2 + ".
i

3. User priva y: For all j , the distribution of q (over the user's randomness) is independent
of i.
j

The ommuni ation omplexity of the s heme is the total length of the ommuni ation between the
user and the servers, i.e. k(t + a) bits.

All best known PIR s hemes satisfy the above de nitions with " = 1=2 (i.e., no error probability),
and we will hereafter take " = 1=2 unless mentioned otherwise. It is open whether multiple-round
s hemes an be better than the one-round variety we de ned here. For PIR s hemes, we an assume
without loss of generality that the servers are deterministi . However, we need randomized servers
for the symmetri ally-private variety:
De nition 2 A symmetri ally-private information retrieval (SPIR) s heme is a PIR s heme with
the additional property of data priva y: the user's \view" (i.e. the on atenation of his various
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states during the proto ol) does not depend on x , for all j 6= i. We distinguish between privaterandomness and shared-randomness SPIR s hemes, depending on whether the servers individually
ip oins or have a shared random oin (hidden from the user). We also distinguish between honestuser and dishonest-user SPIR, depending on whether data priva y should hold even when the user
deviates from the proto ol.
j

De nition 3 We de ne quantum versions QPIR and QSPIR of PIR and SPIR, respe tively, in

the obvious way: the user and the servers are quantum omputers, and the ommuni ation uses
quantum bits; user priva y means that the density matrix of ea h server is independent of i at all
points in the proto ol; data priva y means that the on atenation of the density matri es that the
user has at the various points of the proto ol, is independent of x , for all j 6= i. For QSPIR, we
still have the distin tions of private/publi -randomness and honest/dishonest-user.
j

As mentioned in the introdu tion, Gertner et al. [7, Appendix A℄ exhibited quite eÆ ient
shared-randomness SPIR s hemes. One might think that these an be turned into SPIR s hemes
with deterministi servers as follows: the user pi ks a random string, sends it to ea h of the
servers (along with the queries) to establish shared randomness between them, and then erases (or
\forgets") his opy of the random string. However, this erasing of the random string by the user
is ruled out by the de nition, sin e the user's view in ludes the random string he drew. In fa t,
Gertner et al. [7, Appendix A℄ showed that shared randomness between the servers is ne essary for
the existen e of lassi al SPIR (even for multi-round proto ols):
Fa t 1 For every k  1, there is no k-server private-randomness SPIR s heme.
Intuitively, the reason is that sin e the servers have no knowledge of i (by user priva y), their
individual messages need to be independent of all bits of x, in luding x , to ensure data priva y.
But sin e they annot oordinate via shared randomness, their joint messages will be independent
of the whole x as well, so the user annot learn x .
Below we show that this negative result does not apply to the quantum world: using oordination
via quantum entanglement, we an get honest-user QSPIRs without any ommuni ation or shared
randomness between the servers at any stage of the proto ol.
i
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3 Honest-user quantum SPIR from PIR s hemes
Our honest-user QSPIR s hemes work on top of the PIR s hemes re ently developed by Beimel et
al. [2℄. These, as well as all others known, work as follows: the user pi ks a random string r, and
depending on i and r, pi ks k queries q ; : : : ; q 2 f0; 1g . He sends these to the respe tive servers,
who respond with answers a ; : : : ; a 2 f0; 1g . The user then outputs
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where b ; : : : ; b 2 f0; 1g are determined by i and r, and everything is modulo 2.
We will now des ribe the quantum SPIR s heme. As before, the user pi ks r; q ; : : : ; q . In
addition, he pi ks k random strings r ; : : : ; r 2 f0; 1g . He de nes r0 = r + b and sets up the
following (k + 1)-register state
p1 j0ijq ; r i    jq ; r i + p1 j1ijq ; r0 i    jq ; r0 i:
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The user keeps the rst 1-qubit register to himself, and sends the other k registers to the respe tive
servers. The j th server sees a random mixture of jq ; r i and jq ; r0 i. Sin e q gives no information
about i (by the user priva y of the lassi al PIR s heme) and ea h of r and r0 is individually
random, the server learns nothing about i. The j th server performs the following unitary mapping
jq ; ri 7! ( 1)  jq ; ri;
whi h he an do be ause a only depends on q and x. The servers then send everything ba k to
the user; the overall ommuni ation is 2k(t + a) qubits, double that of the original s heme. The
user now has the state
p1 j0i( 1) 1  1 jq ; r i    ( 1)  jq ; r i + p1 j1i( 1) 1  10 jq ; r0 i    ( 1)  0 jq ; r0 i:
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Up to an insigni ant global phase ( 1)  , this is equal to
P
p1 j0ijq ; r i    jq ; r i + p1 j1i( 1) =1  jq ; r0 i    jq ; r0 i =
2
2
1
1
p j0ijq ; r i    jq ; r i + p j1i( 1)
jq ; r0 i    jq ; r0 i:
2
2
The user an learn x from this by returning everything ex ept the rst qubit to 0, and then
applying the Hadamard transform to the rst qubit, whi h maps p (j0i + ( 1) j1i) 7! jx i. On
the other hand, he an learn nothing else, sin e the various states of the user during the proto ol
never depend on any other x . A ordingly, we have an honest-user QSPIR s heme with re overy
probability 1 and 2k(t + a) qubits of ommuni ation.
Note that nowhere in the proto ol do the servers have shared randomness: they do not start with
it, the random strings r , r0 are not orrelated between servers, and the servers do not end with any
shared randomness (in fa t they end with nothing). Moreover, there is hardly any entanglement
in the state either: tra ing out the one qubit that the user keeps to himself, the state be omes
unentangled.
Plugging in the best known lassi al PIR s hemes, due to [2℄, gives
Theorem 1 For every k  2, there exists a honest-user QSPIR (without shared randomness) with
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ommuni ation omplexity n
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Slightly better omplexities an be obtained for small k, as stated in the rst olumn of Table 1
in the introdu tion. For k = 1 our s heme ommuni ates 2n qubits (just start from a 1-server
s heme with query length 0, a = x and b = e ), for k = 2 it uses O(n ) qubits, for k = 3 it uses
O(n
) qubits et . Noti e that we annot use the (slightly better) k-server QPIR s hemes from
the se ond olumn of Table 1, sin e these reveal more than 1 bit about x.
1=5:25
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4 Dishonest-user quantum SPIR s hemes
The assumption that the user is honest (i.e., follows the proto ol) is somewhat painful, sin e the
servers annot rely on this. In parti ular, a dishonest quantum user an extra t about log n bits
of information about x of any honest-user QSPIR where the user's nal state is pure, as follows.
Consider su h a pure QSPIR s heme, with as many servers and ommuni ation as you like. From
the user's high level perspe tive, this an be viewed as a unitary that maps
jiij0i 7! jiijx ij i:
i
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i;xi

Be ause of data priva y, the state j i only depends on i and x . Therefore by one appli ation
of the QSPIR and some unitary post-pro essing, the user an erase j i, mapping
jiij0i 7! jiijx i;
for any i or superposition of is of his hoi e. That is, one run of the QSPIR an be used to make one
query to x. Van Dam [6℄ has shown how one quantum query to x an be used to obtain (log n)
bits of information about x (in the information-theoreti sense that is, not ne essarily log n spe i
database-bits x ). A ordingly, any pure QSPIR that is se ure against an honest user will leak at
least (log n) bits of information about x to a heating user. This in ludes our s hemes from the
previous se tion. Even worse, the servers annot even dete t whether the user heats, be ause they
will have the same state in the honest s heme as well as in the heating s heme.
By Holevo's theorem [8℄, the information that a dishonest quantum user an obtain about x is
upper bounded by the total ommuni ation of the s heme. This is sublinear for all k  2, but still
quite a lot. How to a hieve perfe t priva y against dishonest quantum users? In fa t, for k  2
servers we an just use a lassi al SPIR that is se ure against dishonest users (of ourse, this will
be a shared-randomness s heme again). If we require the servers to measure what they re eive in
the omputational basis, then a dishonest quantum user annot extra t more information than a
lassi al dishonest user|that is, nothing ex ept one x .
The ase of SPIR with a single server is di erent. This primitive is equivalent to 1-out-ofn Oblivious Transfer (OT) and, when we require perfe t information-theoreti priva y against
a dishonest server and user, it is impossible both in the lassi al and in the quantum world [11℄.
Crepeau [5℄ has exhibited a quantum s heme for so- alled 1-out-of-2 OT, whi h suÆ es to onstru t
1-out-of-n OT and is perfe tly se ure against honest users and a dishonest server. However, a
dishonest user an learn all n bits of the database. In fa t, in any OT s heme whi h is perfe tly
se ure against dishonest servers, a dishonest user an always learn all n bits of the database [11℄.
By repli ating the database in more than one servers, we an over ome this diÆ ulty.
i;xi
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5 Con lusion
We have shown that the best known PIR s hemes an be turned into quantum PIR s hemes that are
symmetri ally private with respe t to a honest user, i.e., ex ept for the bit x that he asks for, the
honest user re eives no information whatsoever about the database x. Shared randomness among
the servers is ne essary for a hieving SPIR in the lassi al world. Our quantum SPIR s hemes
don't need this.
Rather interestingly, the best known quantum PIR s hemes use polynomially less ommuni ation than the best known lassi al s hemes (Table 1), but our PIR-to-QSPIR redu tion does not
seem to work starting from a quantum PIR system. We leave it as an open question whether the
ommuni ation omplexity of QSPIR s hemes an be signi antly redu ed, either based on the
QPIR s hemes of [9℄ or via some other method.
i
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